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READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

SYNOPSIS
The story of a drug lord (El Texano) and his involvement on a TV reporter’s
kidnapping in the middle of a terrorist attack will change everything.
He will unite his force with his most feared enemy (El Tony) to fight against the
Zombies and regain control of the cartel, at the end of the battle time only decide
if he was ready to die or not.

CAST AND CREW

ALMA GONZALEZ
(Laura)
Alma Gonzalez is a model and actress form Queretaro Mexico and lately has been
a news anchor for Televisa in that city;
Laura is a reporter in this movie and she gets involved with El Texano when she
was looking to get information about the dirty business that El Texano operates in
the city, she will be in trouble when she fell in the hands of the wrong person.

WENCES ROMO
(El Tony)
Wences Romo is a Norteño singer resident from Monterrey Mexico, he audition
for the role and he nailed it the first day, we wanted to work with Mr. Romo and
after successful negotiations he accepted the role.
El Tony is a drug lord that competes with El Texano for the Texas Cartel, in resume
they are enemies and soon they will fight together against the Zombies to keep
the cartel alive.

ALEJANDRO ZENNI
(El Texano)
Alejandro Zenni is an actor from San Antonio, Texas he has been giving life to a
character on local television based on Mexican Singer and actor Vicente
Fernandez, he audition for the movie Zombies VS Narcos and was selected for the

role of El Texano, couple of years after he was called to participate in 72 Horas
para Morir.
El Texano is the Drug Lord from a Texan Drug Cartel; the story is based in the high
and lows of his last 72 hours of life. He goes throughout a terrorist attack, a
zombie apocalypse and uniting forces with his long time enemy “El Tony” to clean
the city from these zombies.

RICKY GONZALEZ
(Director)
Ricky Gonzalez is a Filmmaker and Cinematographer from Monterrey, Mexico. He
started working in radio at the age of 15 as an on air personality. 22 years ago he
moved to San Antonio, Texas to pursue his filmmaking dream (to make better low
budget Latin movies). He started producing local TV shows and TV spots for the
San Antonio Spurs NBA, he then started producing musical videos for renowned
musical groups like Aniceto Molina, Belanova and more, he has worked in
productions for Ricardo Montaner and Domenic Marte. He attended a Workshop
from cinematographer Shane Hurlbut in California to expand his knowledge in
cinematography and film. Ricky founded RMX Studios and is producing a TV Series
for a Latin Network, developed and filmed completely in San Antonio, Texas.
MARIO MIRANDA
(Producer)
Mario Miranda is an actor and producer from San Antonio, Texas. He studied
acting classes at the school Eagle Eye, owned by the Mexican Actor Erick del
Castillo, he meet Ricky Gonzalez and decided to act and produce a series of
movies that will change the way Mexican people look at low budget films.

ALEJANDRO HERNANDEZ
(Producer)
Alejandro Hernandez is a producer for RMX Studios and he’s been with Ricky
Gonzalez way before the creation of the Studio. He has produced several musical
videos and short films and was one of the producers of “72 Horas para Morir”
produced by RMX Studios and directed by Ricky Gonzalez. He is also producing
the new TV series “Hora Cero” currently filmed in San Antonio, Texas.

For any information about distribution of this movie, you can contact:
Ricky Gonzalez at (210) 810-9208
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